INTRODUCTION

ESS IDENTIFICATION STATEMENT
The starting point of the ESS evaluation is a set of field measurements and, for a good estimation, a rough knowledge of the location, orientation and main size of the sources. In fact, two main source structures can be defined: space limited sources, like transformers, panels and linearly distributed sources like cables and busbars. The inverse problem of defining the ESS for a given set of measurements is defined by the use of different nested modules: -Magnetic Field Evaluation (MFE) module: this module is responsible of the computation of the magnetic field created by a ESS of linear and loop wires: this result is readily evaluated by the integral of the Biot-Savart formulas when position are defined for each equivalent source; -Inverse Current Problem (ICP) module: the intermediate level procedure is made by a least square inverse routine which, for a given geometrical distribution of the equivalent source wire, computes the optimal current values through them which minimize the error between the measured and computed field. The least square approximation is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the coefficient matrices computed by the MFE module; -Source Position Optimization (SPO) module: the geometrical positions of the wires, which are the design variables of the optimization problem, are changed by a stochastic optimization routine which drives them in order to minimize the error on field reconstruction. An Artificial Immune System algorithm has been chosen to solve the source position problem.. This class of stochastic algorithms are focused on the maximal exploration of the design variable space and has shown very good performances on multimodal optimization problems like the one here faced. In order to speed-up the overall definition of conductor positions, a second stage optimization by a deterministic Direct Search based procedure [6] has been used to refine the results. The proposed procedure has been applied to analyse magnetic fields characterised by complex spatial distributions inside environments were the most significant sources are represented by power lines and transformers. The first kind of source has a predominant cylindrical distribution of the magnetic field which can be subdivided according to a succession of straight lines while in the second case a spherical magnetic field distribution is expected . In the present paper the authors focus their study on the identification of such mixed magnetic fields and the proposed procedure is tested on a typical MV/LV substation layout.
METODOLOGY
Magnetic Field Evaluation (MFE) module
The magnetic fields generated by substations are mainly constituted by cylindrical and spherical components. The first ones are due to power lines, in particular the main contribution is due to the LV output lines, while the second ones are produced by transformers or panels. The ESS has to be constituted by sources able to generate cylindrical and a spherical magnetic field distributions. The most elementary sources are represented by finite linear conductors and loops. Cylindrical ESS. Usually, when a bunch cable is present, the number of conductors and their mutual locations are unknown and only a rough knowledge of the main orientation of the bunch is available. In the case of a rectilinear orientation of the bunch, each conductor can be considered parallel to the others (Fig. 1a ) and its trace, in a plane perpendicular to its axis, is confined inside a rectangular region (Fig. 1b) . As exhaustively analyzed in [7] , the magnetic field produced by this kind of sources presents a prevalent cylindrical space distribution. A reasonable ESS is represented by a set of conductors, directed along the main direction and placed inside the same volume of the actual bunch. The positions and currents of the ESS conductors have to be evaluated, while the number of conductors is assumed as a parameter. By
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increasing the number of conductors it is possible to improve the identification accuracy but, on the other hand, the computational time increases because of the higher number of degrees of freedom. Anyway, it has been observed that an unbalanced three phase line (3 parallel conductors) is a good compromise between field reconstruction accuracy and computational simplicity. When the cylindrical source must be subdivided into different successive straight lines it is avoided to ensure any connection of the equivalent electric lines which represent each part. This choose is based also on the strong non uniformity of fields which makes difficult any measure.
Identification plane
Schematisation of a bunch cable and the corresponding ESS Spherical ESS. As stated before, transformers and panels generate a magnetic field with a prevalent spherical component distribution. The adopted ESS are in this case a set of loops where the elemental source is constituted by a cluster made of three loops respectively placed on the three coordinate planes (see Fig. 2a ). This configuration is related to the first order spherical multipole expansion, as shown in [8] . These sets of clusters are then placed in space on the boundary of a box including actual sources: in Fig. 2b is reported an example of cluster distribution where on the edge along y and z axis are placed three clusters while on the edge along the x axis two clusters are enough.
In order to speed up the evaluation time of the magnetic flux density, produced by the ESS, a closed analytical form must be adopted for both kind of sources. The expression for the finite length straight conductor is reported in [7] , while the equations for the spherical sources can be found in [9] . AIS are based on a natural mechanism intended to defend living bodies against the intrusion of bacteria and viruses. Immune System has to deal with ever different enemies and so it must be flexible and multi-focused [4] [5] . Leaving the details to specialized literature, it can be said that the main features of AIS are: the search for different local optima of the objective function and an accurate exploration of the parameter space. These features are mutuated by the need of the living body which, using limited resources (Antibodies, Abs), must defend itself from external assaults always different (Antigens, Ags) and a-priori unknown. This process can be implemented and used for optimization purposes. In AIS, Ags are the optimal points of a function, while Abs are the test configurations, often called cells. The optimization search is carried out by modifying Abs in order to have a better affinity, that is a greater value of objective functions if a maximum is looked for, to the Ags. In the outer cycle the suppression operator is applied to the population, in fact if resources are limited it is crucial, to enhance diversity, to remove redundancies. The Euclidean distance between memory cells is measured; all but the highest fitness cells whose distances are less than a threshold are suppressed. The suppressed cells are then replaced with new randomly generated cells. In order to maintain the In other words, the inner loop determines the local exploration of a promising zone, while the outer lets the process explore not yet investigated zones. Both loops end if the average fitness of the memory cells does not improve between two iterations or if the number of iterations reaches the maximum value. At the end of the AIS algorithm, a local refinement of the solution is provided by running a Direct Search [6] procedure for each survived memory cell. In the proposed implementation, the degrees of freedom of the optimization are the positions of the spherical and cylindrical sources. In order to minimize the number of degrees of freedom of the problem a reduced set of optimization variables is adopted. For the cylindrical ESS a three phase unbalanced line is considered. The conductor are placed on the same plane which can rotate around the middle conductor. The geometrical variables of the identification procedure are chosen as the distance a among conductors and the angle α of the plane while the axial location of the middle conductor is considered as a parameter. In Fig. 4 is reported an example of linear ESS constituted by a three phase line directed along z-axis. 
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Measurement setup
It is right and proper to underline some difficulties in the extraction of experimental data. The proposed identification procedure under AC conditions and neglecting harmonic content is based on the knowledge of both amplitude and phase of magnetic field. This kind of information is not usually provided by standard probes. In [8] it is described the measurement setup of environmental magnetic field realized at the University of Southern California, while [11] gives a more detailed analysis of circuits for signal processing. In this work the identification procedure is applied to the results of a magnetic field 3D FEM simulation in a typical MV/LV substation layout. The values obtained are compatible with those reported in [8] and some measures of field amplitude confirmed the above values.
APPLICATION
The proposed identification procedure has been applied to a practical case represented by a MV/LV substation, with a MV/LV transformer, connections and power lines. The transformer data are reported in Tab. 1. Three identification planes have been considered. According to the scheme reported in Fig. 6 the three planes are respectively placed beyond, above and at the left hand of the substation (namely P1, P2 and P3). The origin of the coordinate system is placed at the ground level (the substation base) in the middle of the transformer central winding. The ESS adopted for the field identification is constituted by:
• a set of spherical sources, placed in the volume occupied by the transformer and by the internal LV connection;
• three cylindrical sources, placed along the main three LV bunch cables of the substation. Fig. 7 shows the final layout of the ESS, at the end of the identification procedure. In Fig. 8 are reported the actual and the reconstructed magnetic flux density distributions on the three planes. The comparison shows that a good identification is obtained on all the three planes. On the contrary, it has been observed that, if only one identification plane is adopted, a very good matching is obtained in such a plane but significant differences on reconstructed field occur in the other ones. This fact implies that all the three planes have to be considered for a good field reconstruction in the all volume around the substation. The capability of the proposed procedure to reconstruct the field in other planes different form the identification ones has been analysed. Such planes are parallel to the identification 
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an identification procedure suitable for low magnetic field has been presented. The proposed technique employs equivalent source systems based on linear wires and loops. The identification procedure starts from the knowledge of the magnetic field in a certain number of points. The variables are represented by the currents and the geometrical dimensions of the ESS while the number of ESS is assumed as a parameter of the identification process. The procedure has been tested in a test case represented by a MV/LV substation. In a first attempt only one identification plane has been adopted, but the obtained results were unsatisfactory, especially for points far from the identification ones and placed near to the ESS. On the contrary, the choice of space distributed identification points, has in the case of the three orthogonal identification planes, allows a very good magnetic field reconstruction both near and far from identification points.
